Press Release 13 February 2013

FIS NORDIC SKI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS ONE WEEK TO GO
ITALY’S VAL DI FIEMME ALL DRESSED IN WHITE

World Championships presented yesterday in Trento
Val di Fiemme covered in fresh snow keeps counting it down
Opening ceremony on Wednesday 20 February
Students’ Staff: one of the flagships of the Italian Worlds


It has been snowing all day and all night yesterday, and Val di Fiemme, in Trentino region, could not ask for a more fascinating and whiter atmosphere on the eve of the 2013 FIS Nordic World Ski Championships. In truth, there is still one week left to the opening ceremony - to be held in the city of Trento on Wednesday 20 February – and everything is set to welcome teams and fans from all over the planet. In the warmest possible way, but also in the…coolest, in every sense of this word.   
Trento hosted a new presentation of the World event, inside one of the most prestigious buildings in town, yesterday. The very last news were unveiled by Fiemme 2013 OC Executive President Pietro De Godenz, along with Mr Alberto Pacher (President of Autonomous Province of Trento), Mr Tiziano Mellarini (Minister for Tourism, Trade and Agriculture and Fiemme 2013 OC President) and Ms Marta Dalmaso (Minister for Sport Activities and Education), among the guests.
‘We all worked very hard so far’, claimed De Godenz, ‘and commitment and support by local institutions, Autonomous Province of Trento and schools have been simply precious.’ 
Fiemme 2013 General Secretary Mr Angelo Corradini explained that 32 TV channels will be broadcasting live from Val di Fiemme with 64 commentators in several languages (a bigger figure than in Oslo 2011). Around ten thousands people have been accredited and over 250,000 spectators are expected to join the sport events.
During yesterday’s conference, Ms Dalmaso underlined the importance of having a young team working at such an important sport and social event. Around 300 students and some teachers will be deployed as Students’ Staff in some crucial areas such as info points, press office and reception area. 
Some Italian athletes took part in yesterday’s meeting, namely Giorgio Di Centa, Alessandro Pittin, Roberto Dellasega, and Italy’s XC and SJ head coaches Silvio Fauner and Ivo Pertile were also among the guests.
From February 20 until March 3, Val di Fiemme will be staging an incredible sport situation as a whole, surrounded by many side events throughout the entire valley. Any entertaining activity and side event will be free for everyone. Please check the complete programme on www.fiemme2013.com 


